EXPANDING HORIZONS, Understanding the Code of Time - 6 June 2018.
Written by Sean Caulfield
Over the years in my writings I attempt to explain the "changes" in TIME.
I feel that if the minds LIGHT understands what it is changing by it will
resonate to a field of harmony and balance, we will understand
ourselves and invite PEACE & LOVE into our world on our birthing NEW
EARTH. For me it is important to understand that the "change" is to a
Divine schedule and Time order, and not random. This natural order of
the growth of the Cosmic TREE OF LIFE to fruition, reflected in the 9
Levels, is bringing in 2018 the end of the completion of immature TIME,
and it is bringing the completion of the beginning of mature TIME. We
are at the last stage of the grip of immature TIME. My sense is that once
we have fully completed the growth of Time we will not be able to
"Correct the Wrongs" of our past, the opportunity is slipping away as we
move into the future, but the understanding is that if we work on self
and walk true to the Heart we are automatically healing the out of sync
karma of the past. The mature time waves that we are living through
now since 28 October 2011(13-Ahau/Light) is actually supporting us to
heal all the immaturity of the past, this immaturity allowed time to live
incomplete to the Plan of the Divine Creator of the Universe, hence the
incomplete premature mind caused many problems for itself without
understanding that what it was doing was to itself. Humanity is
ultimately born from one SEED that holds the Code of Time, this Seed of
Cosmic LIGHT has grown to create the TREE OF LIFE of the Universe, our
mind does not see the collective TREE as itself unless it looks "Within" to
the Heart. The physical dimensions "want" traps us and feeds on our
Soul, to create a balance we may choose to let go the mind and jump
with trust of our truth, aligning to our multidimensional Universal SPIRIT.
THE CODE OF TIME EVOLVES ITS CREATION TO CREATE THE INFINITE
UNIVERSE, this is reflected in the Mayan calendars mathematical
sequencing of the numbers of days in time that weave Creation together
to create the Cosmic tapestry of life. On a micro and macro level our life
is woven by this and woven into this Cosmic Tapestry, by our choices we
create our own Universe but this is but an aspect of the Greater
Universe that the Creator emanates into BEING from the Great Mystery
of the Void "Within", everything out there is a reflection of what is
"Within" you, nothing is separate.

"THE IMPORTANCE OF LIVING TRUE TO THE HEART HAS NEVER BEEN
MORE VITAL FOR THE MIND."
Many are feeling GREAT CHANGE in these times of 2018, for me
"understanding" the 9 Levels of Creations evolution as a map of Times
GROWTH to completion helps to give reason and purpose to life and
understand the unfolding CHANGE. See link to a graphic of the structure
of the 9 Levels - http://theuniversalfrequency.com/mayan-calendar/thestructure/. I Sean Caulfield first learned about the Mayan calendar
through the Dreamspell in 2006, then in 2007 when I came across the
work of Dr. Calleman (www.calleman.com) I found out that the Tzolkin
of the Dreamspell was off sync from the TRUE TZOLKIN of the 9 Levels,
and further than this I also learned that the traditional Maya worked
with the True Tzolkin that aligns to the 9 Level Mayan calendar pyramid
of Universal Time. At this time I trusted to surrender to the flow of the
Universal "Divine Plan" reflected in the True Tzolkin, I felt good to do this
as it restored my LIGHT into a balance with the naturally ordered
sequential TIME WEAVE honoured by the Maya Day Keepers for
thousands of years.
To stay conscious the minds AWARENESS is awakening ITSELF to a faster
frequency than ever, the frequency is faster than we can think, evolution
has accelerated TIME faster than the speed of thought, this is spinning
our awareness out of the mind and into the HEART. The sequences of
the coded memory of Time have woven the cosmic tapestry to
completion, but the mind needs to choose to live according the
completion of 13-Ahau/Light on all NINE Levels, by this choice the mind
awakens to the HEARTS FREQUENCY.
The Hearts frequency resonates to Flawlessness. It can be understood to
be the activation, in 2011, of the NINTH WAVE'S Flawless Frequency of
Cosmic Light that is directing our human destiny to live through the
Heart. The 9th Wave is a totally natural, fully mature, Cosmic Frequency
that Earth is in resonance with, the Universe has attracted her to be in
resonance with this highest of all frequencies because the Divines Plan is
allowing Earth Mother and all her children to transmute all the flaws of
immature TIME, the flaws are held in the shadow aspects of the
immature mind, hence the off centered Human condition holds the
flaws that are hurting EARTH so much. It is time to let go the mind, and
to connect to the Spirit of nature and understand our role as her chosen

care taker and guardian.
This Tun 360 days, that can be seen to be held by 7-Manik/Deer, from 26
Sept 2017 to 21 Sept 2018 aligns to ""completions"" and a returning of
our collective spirit to the primordial Heart and the humility of NATURE,
Deer is our guide for 2018 and revelation is bringing GREAT CHANGE to
the global mind. We on 22 Sept 2018 start a new 360 days Tun called the
ELEVENTH DAY of the 8th Wave, harmonizes and brings abundance, its a
time of the appreciation of the growth accomplished. A higher view is
seen as we get ready to stand up on our board and surf the ULTIMATE
WAVES OF PRIMORDIAL LIGHT, especially as we, since Oct 2011, go into
the 9th 360 day Tun in Sept 2019.
Creation exists by Divine evolutionary processes which are always
supporting life to grow past what it is limited by, WE CAN UNDERSTAND
THIS IN THE TEMPLATE THE 9 LEVEL MAYAN CALENDAR REFLECTS. In
terms of the evolution of consciousness the only hurdle for our mind is
the immature duality of Time, our mind seems to want to self sabotage
until it humbly forgives and surrenders to its center "within", that
connect to the hearts infinite frequency of truth and ONENESS. When
we align our mind and heart as One frequency we dissolve all that
separates and call healing to our SOUL.
By humbly surrendering and forgiving we are always transcending the
flaws of the past and growing to higher and higher understandings of
purpose and giving direction to our EXPANDING HORIZONS. The
Greatest Dilemma for the Mind is the dualistic wobble it finds itself in.
According to the Nine Waves of Creation, from 2 million years ago the
energies of the SOURCE CREATOR of the infinite Universal Great Mystery
seeded the LIGHT of our minds consciousness to initiate its evolutionary
processes to becoming self-aware, but paradoxically through these
process of time the dualistic wobble has disconnected the mind from the
futures ancient Heart, in turn this disconnected humanity from the spirit
of nature, hence we are in self destruct mode until we learn to live heart
centered.
The GLOBAL MIND is spinning out of the gravitational pull of the physical
dimensions previously flawed TIME-WAVES and into the
multidimensional Flawless Time-Waves of the NEW EARTH reality. The
minds evolution is spinning itself out of the immature aspects of the past

and into the hearts fully mature resonance of TIME.
IT IS TIME "TO BE" IN SACRED RELATION WITH CREATION and counter
the wobble. Paradoxically the wobble serves to evolve itself out of the
shadows and into the LIGHT. By living off center from the Heart we stay
in the wobble and give our SOUL away to the immaturity of TIME, the
immaturity of Time is gripped by the mind that has not surrendered
itself to the ancient Hearts fully Coded Cosmic Star-Light MEMORY.
The DREAM OF TIME AWAKENS the Truth and liberates the SOUL.
Anything you perceive as being out there, is inside you, our reaction to
the outer world defines us. If we are humble and embrace it as an aspect
of self we heal, by this we are living in service to the collective Soul of
humanity and the entire collective Universal SOUL of Creation. The
Creators future ancient emanating force of the Universe is awakening
your Soul to live pure and true to the LIGHT "Within" you. The LIGHT
inside you holds the Coded memory and the records of Time, by these
codes we can transcend all the limitations of the physical dimension and
learn to live multidimensionally. Meaning we understand how to live
spiritually in a physical body.
As we grow and let go the mind we learn to trust ourselves and thus we
stalk ourselves and "know thyself" in relation to our reflections.
Evolution brings inevitability, inevitably the SUN LIGHT of CREATIONS
truth will rise and transmute all that lies hidden in the shadows. The
wobble of the physical dimension keeps us bound in the immature past,
but the awakening process is stabilizing the effects of the wobble and by
this the future is birthing inner PEACE.
As the Universe expands our conscience to wake up and live true to the
heart time moves our CREATION STORY to live by its highest vibrations
of Cosmic Truth, this effect stabilizes and grounds our mind to the 7
directions of the Medicine Wheel that reflect the multidimensional heart
of the Universe. What we once gave our soul to through fear and the
expense of our truth is realizing what it took from us, as the collective
mind awakens to what it has done to itself, it realizes what it did to the
First Indigenous Peoples who hold the spirit of the lands of Earth
Mother.
It is now Time for the collective MIND to support the ancient indigenous

heart to stand up and voice the Universal Spirit and live true to their soul
by conducting the original sacred ceremonies that the Dreamtime
landscapes of the beginnings of Time were conceived by. This ancient
ceremony is vital as it will allow our LIGHT to fully transcend the wobble,
aligning our awareness to return to its center by spinning itself out of
the immature aspects of the mind and into the fully mature resonance
of the Heart, we will by this live true to the beginnings of mature TIME,
mature time is pulling all to live in right relation with nature, it is
bringing our mind to live heart centered.
In terms of the 234 day wave, which is the same size as the 9th Level and
can be viewed as equating to a large Trecena, on 26th March we started
13 X 18 days of 1-Baatz/Monkey, initiating the weaving of a new thread
of Time, this was also the exact middle of a large Tzolkin of 18 x 260 days
that started on 29 Oct 2011 and completes in Aug 2024, this link goes
some way to showing you the continuing large TZOLKIN http://theuniversalfrequency.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/07/8th___9th_Levels_continuation.jpg
In terms of the DAY KEEPING of the Mayan calendar's Timing system, at
present consciousness is weaving into 13 days of 1-Keme/Death and into
18 days on a large scale held by 5-Men/Eagle, these 18 days start today
6 June(8-Ben/Reed) and reflect the start of the 74th Night on the Ninth
Wave.
On 30 May 2018 the time code started a new 13 day wave with 1Keme/Death, initiates, transformation and rebirth. Mayan Majix
Newsletter shares deeper insight on the 13 day Trecena http://www.mayanmajix.com/1mma_5_30_18.html
3 June was the 5th day of the 13 day wave with = 5-Oc/Dog, empowers,
single minded action and devotion to the highest ideal. This is the "Daily
Energy" reading of Poppy from Mayan Missions who has until this day,
since 2008 being working with the Dreamspell's off centered Time
Keeping of the Mayan calendar. In Poppy's writing she says she wants to
work with the TRUE TZOLKIN that honors the true ancient TIME KEEPING
of the Maya - http://www.mayanmissions.com/daily-energies/themayan-day-of-5-oc-dog-cimi-trecena
4 June = 6-Baatz/Monkey, flow and momentum, weaving of Time,

playfully explores and creates.
5 June = 7-Eb/Road, reflects and reveals, opens the road to its destiny,
contemplates consequences and safeguards future.
6 June = 8-Ben/Reed, harmonizes, generate new energy, organise and
take charge. The 74th Night begins, Reed can be seen to be an
underlying energy for these 18 days.
7 June = 9-Ix/JAguar, forward movement, contact with the inner core of
Earth.
8 June = 10-Men/Eagle, challenges, heightened aspiration and takes new
aim.
9 June = 11-Cib/Vulture, clarity, clears away, receptivity to the cosmic
forces.
10 June = 12-Caban/Earth, understanding, movement, innovative
intellectual impulses.
11 June = 13-Tijaax/Flint, completes to ascend, mirror of reality, choose
the better path.
12 June = 1-Cauac/Rainstorm, initiates, enthusiasm and strong energy.
Start of a new 13 day Trecena of Rainstorm, look at the Newsletter of
Mayan Majix for more insight.
13 June = 2-Ahau/Light, creates a reaction, honours the memory of time,
celebrate the completion of Creation. Completes the 4th Uinal of 20
days of "Stability".
14 June = 3-Imix/Alligator, activates, connect with the primordial
beginning, new phenomena from the collective unconscious comes to
the surface. Starts the 4th Uinal of 20 days of "Empowerment".
As we go into the VALLEY phase of the 74th Night of the Ninth Wave we
reflect, rest and apply healing to ourselves, we finished the 18 day long
PEAKING phase of the 74th Day of new LIGHT information and strong
energy on 5th June 2018, you can read more about the Ninth Wave here

- http://theuniversalfrequency.com/mayan-calendar/the-universalninth-wave-frequency-continuation/....... and this is the Ninth Wave
calculator - http://www.xzone.com.au/9thwave.php, thank you Dr.
Calleman - www.calleman.com
THE IMPORTANCE OF LIVING TRUE TO THE HEART HAS NEVER BEEN
MORE VITAL TO THE MIND, we keep ourselves caught in the wobble
otherwise, and this ripples back into our lives to attract an off centered
unsettled reality. The NEW EARTH reality is raising the vibrations of
herself, she is doing this to neutralize the negative and uplift all with
positive changes that serve her best interest, she is revealing to our
mind the hidden truth. This is a kind of default setting that she is
activating, so as to protect herself. Sometimes to please a situation we
live off center from our hearts truth, this keeps us bound by Earth's
physical wobble and we might feel trapped. If we live Heart centered we
spin our mind out of the trap. The Deer of 2018 is showing us how to
avoid the trap, she is bringing stability with her 4 hooves, she is the
healing hand, she returns her children to find spiritual strength in
nature.
To reclaim happiness we need to move to be centered in truth in our
mind. Living off center and unconscious is dangerous because then you
can't see the future and what you attract will come from the side, so you
won't see it, it will be in your blind spot. Being conscious of your
awareness keeps you balanced. One thing we can not do is think that
the energies at play are outside of us, everything out there is a reflection
of who we are internally, this also means that any judgement is a
judgement of self. We are living inside a dream. It is time to
commemorate and honour the dream of what we have lived by, as a
collective consciousness we are like a tree, but the mind forgets to look
at the tree as ITSELF. By offering corn and tobacco to the TREE it is an
honouring of life and Creation will sense your intentions and stimulate
your growth to align you with your hearts destiny.
The Serpent like movement TIME is shifting our spirit to return ITSELF to
living in honour of the Heart, hence the mind has no choice but to live
Heart centered. This is causing the greatest DILEMMA FOR HUMANITY, it
means that to feel inner happiness we have to come clean, admit our
faults and confess all our lies. We can not expect others to confess, we
must just do this for ourselves. If we live with attachments and take

things personally we stop our growth, we have to just live as an example
of the LIGHT OF THE CREATOR, that shines through us, from inside our
multidimensional Heart, to create our reality. They say, your choices
define you, nothing is random, you attract everything for a reason. Your
CHOICE becomes you, you become what you choose. Be the CHANGE
you seek in this world, said Gandhi.
Nothing happens to you, you happen to IT, this is so because you make
the choice that attracted IT(One Tree). When our mind lives inside our
heart we are ONE TREE(IT), when our mind lives outside our heart our
Soul is possessed by the physical dimension, we are scattered and lost,
we are disconnected from the internal LIGHT OF OUR SOUL that
emanates to mysteriously create our external REALITY. The MIND will
always think of something as happening to you, the HEART knows that
you attract what happens to you through your CHOICE. You create your
own reality and through being conscious of this you learn and grow
wiser and stronger, you understand yourself better and are ever grateful
for the mistakes as they create the lesson, but you repeat the mistakes if
you don't learn the lessons. If we work on HEALING the spirit of self we
don't repeat the mistakes, we walk true to the heart and clear away all
the ill intent that the unconscious mind attracts. THIS IS IMPORTANT TO
UNDERSTAND.
It is not easy to walk true to the heart because we have for so long
walked off center, this has created the wobble of TIME, and
inadvertently attracted the problems on Earth Mother, but Mother
Earth knows this and is ever nurturing her children through the
immature density that the evolution of Time grips us by. Our job is to
understand this and rise above the problems and heal ourselves so as to
heal our world. It has been Evolution that has purposefully created the
problems to happen, it created this because our mind has been growing
to understand itself, thus our mind was not fully evolved until these
times from 28 Oct 2011 onwards, many of Earth's Souls are caught in a
lag in and in a sense living in a time before 2011, this is holding back our
ascension, as we awaken we move our Light through the birth canal of
Creations truth and program our minds by the fully mature Light-Codes
of the memory of the NEW SUN.
The Creators Divine Plan is growing and shifting our reality to look
"within" to go forwards, before 2011 we looked outwards to go

forwards. Now is the time to reclaim the SOUL OF SELF, and live as ONE
TREE OF LIFE, in harmony, balance and PEACE with the reflection of
ITSELF. No one is to blame but yourself. If anyone has betrayed you it is
a chance heal the aspect in you that attracted this and to rise above the
flaw. You are not what they do to you. You are what you do to yourself,
you are your choices. The mind separates, the heart unites all as ONE
COSMIC LIGHT.
More EXPANDING HORIZONS to follow...
This article and more Day Keeping here https://web.facebook.com/theuniversalfrequency
Latest art Creations by Sean Caulfield here https://web.facebook.com/Rock-Art-Gallery-111500956519/
I will also paint your Mayan Sun Sign and I can workout the deeper
meaning of your Star Alignment to the Universe, from what I know, all
with sacred intent.
Gratitude and LIGHT,
Artist: Sean Caulfield
www.rockartgallery.com
www.theuniversalfrequency.com

